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Abstract: Combining vanishing arguments with certain Gromov-Lawson techniques some sharp estimates on the 
scalar curvature are found. More precisely, any compact spin (n + 4k)-dimensional manifold which admits a 
distance decreasing non-zero ~,-degree map onto the standard n-dimensional sphere must have a point at which the 
scalar curvature is stictly less than n(n + I)/(n +4k)(n + 4k - 1), otherwise, the map is an isometric submersion. 
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1. Introduction 
Sharp estimates were proved in [3] on the scalar curvature of an n dimensional compact spin 
manifold M that admits a l-contracting map of non-zero degree onto the standard n-sphere. 
The estimates are established by using a Dirac operator on a twisted spinor bundle over M and 
vanishing arguments. Using similar techniques, this paper established an extension of the main 
result in [3] to the case of a compact spin (n + 4k)-dirnensional manifold. 
Definitions and notation 
The notion of degree of a map between two compact manifolds can be extended to the case 
where the dimensions of the manifolds are not the same. The A-degree of a map f • M ~ N 
is defined to be 
A-degree(f) = !f*w,A[M]}[M], 
where con is tile generator of Hn(N, Z), n is the dimension of N, and AIM] is the total A-class 
of M. 
A map f • M --+ N is said to be e-contracting if IIf, oll --- elloll, for all v ~ T (M). If x is the 
scalar curvature of M, let E denote the normalized scalar curvature of M, defined by 
dim M (dim M - 1) 
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A spinor bundle of an oriented vector bundle E over It~ or C is a bundle of the form S(E) -- 
Pspin~ (E) x x V, where V is a left module for the Clifford algebra CI(I~") = CI,, and ~. : Spin,, 
SO(V) is a representation by left multiplication of elements of Spin,, c Cl°(I~ ") = CI °. 
Recall that the Clifford algebra of a vector space V, CI,,(V), is generated by V n subject to 
the relations v • v = -Iloll 2 Vv ~ V. The automorphism a : CI,, ~ CI,, that extends the map 
or(v) = -v  gives rise to the decomposition Cln = CI ° ~ CI~,, where CI, ~, = {~o ~ Cln " a(~o) --- 
( -  I )i ~o } are the eigenspaces of a. Sp;n,, = Pin,, ¢3 C1 °, where Pin,, is defined as the subgroup of 
CI,, -{0} .......... ~ ... g~,~,,,,,,.., by elements v, with Ilvl] ~- o 
Given a manifold M, CI(M) will denote the Clifford bundle of M, which is the bundle over M 
whose fiber at a point p ~ M is the Clifford algebra CI(Tp(M)) of the tangent space of M at p. 
Since T(M) c CI(M), we extend the metric and the connection of M to CI(M) with the 
connection V preserving the metric and such that V(~0 • ~p) = (V~o) • ap + ~o • (V~/t) for all 
sections ~o and ~ in F(CI(M)). 
The twisted bundle and its Dirac operator 
Let M be a spin compact 2n-dimensional riemannian manifold with metric g. Recall that M 
is spin if and only if the first and second Whitney classes of M, ~oi(M) and w2(M), vanish. 
Consider the complex bundle over (M, g), S = Pspin2~ (M) x x Cl2n with the induced connection, 
where ~. is the representation f Spin2, , by left multiplication. S has a Z2-grading induced by the 
oriented "volume element" w = i"e~ • ...  • e2,,, where "." denotes Clifford multiplication; for 
more details see 141. 
Lemma 1.1. Let S = Pspi%,(M) xx Ci2,. Then the globally defined section of I"(CI(M)), 
w ~ i '~el .....e2,~, has the following properties: 
i) Vw = 0 (w is globally parallel), 
i i )  w 2 = 1, 
i i i )  o~, e = ~e,  o~ Ve ~ T(M) (o~ anticommutes with tangent vecwr), 
Theretbre, S has the decomposition S ---- S + ~S-  into the eigenspaces corresponding tothe + i 
and =- I eigenspaces of the Clifford multiplication by oz Moreover, e. S + c S-  and e. S-  c S +. 
Consider the same construction over (S ~, go), where go is the canonical metric on the unit 
sphere. Denote this bundle over the sphere by Eo. Like S, the bundle Eo has a splitting into E~ + 
and E o. 
Finally, if f • M ~ S ~ is a map, the pull-back of Eo over S 2" to a bundle E = f*Eo over 
M has a compatible splitting E = E + ~ E-  = f *E~ ~ f*E{~ and we can consider over M 
the tensor product bundle S x E with its twisted Dirac operator De = ~"---i ek. V,.~. On simple 
elements ~0 ® v ~ F(S ® E), the operator De is defined by 
De(~o ® v) = ~(ek .  V,,,~p) ® v + Y'~.(ek~p) ® (vek v). 
Then, the restriction of De to S ® E +, De+ = Dels~e+, satisfies D~+ • S ± ® E + @ S + ® E +. 
Lemma 1.2. D~ = V*V + ¼it + R E. 
Proof. See [4] or [i ]. 
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In terms of a local basis of pointwise orthonormal tangent vector fields {e~ . . . . .  e,,}, the 
operators in Lemma 1.2. are defined as follows. Firstly, V*V : I"(S ® E) ---> I-'(S ® E) with 
V*V = - ~ Ve~ V~ - Vv,kek. Secondly, r = ~'~i.~ g(Re, ejej, ei) is the scalar curvature of M, 
where g is the riemannian metric on M and R is the curvature tensor of M. Thirdly, on simple 
1 ~-~2n elements tr® v, R e (tr ®v) = i z..,ij=] (eiejtr) ®(R~e~j v), where R e is the curvature tensor of E. 
Therefore, we have the Bochner formula 
/D 2,/~ ~) = (V*Vtb. ~) + ¼xftb. d~) + (Re~, O) V~ ~ U(S ® E) 
E ' l f f~  ! , a , ,  . . . . . . .  • (1.3) 
2. Manifolds of dimension n + 4k 
Theorem 2.1. Let ( M n+4k, g) be a compact spin Riemannian manifoM c f  dimension n + 4k 
which admits a l-contracting map f • (M n+4k, g) --~ (S n, go) of non-zero ,~-degree. Then there 
exists a point x E M where 
n(n - 1) 
g'(x) < 
(n + 4k)(n +4k  - 1)' 
or f is an isometric submersion. 
Proof. We will consider the cases n even and n odd separately. In both cases the proof will be 
done by contradiction by assuming that ~" is strictly greater than n(n - 1 )/(n + 4k )(n + 4k - 1 ). 
Even-dimensional case 
Suppose n is even. Let {el . . . . .  e,,, e,.+l . . . . .  en+4k }be a basis of g-orthogonal tangent vectors 
near p e M. 
Let {el, . . . .  e,,} be a go-orthogonal basis of tangent vectors near f (p )  ~ S". Since f has 
non-zero A-degree, we can lind scalars kj such that L / f ,  ei = ej with LJ ~ 1 for i ~< .j ~ n 
since f is l-contracting. Therefore at p, 
0 Z) . f , I ,  - " i 
0 ~,2 ti i I i I i l }  
with ~.~ t> I. (2.2) 
12n ~,4k Then, the term (D~,  ~) in the Bochner formula (1.3) can be bounded as follows. Let {or~j~= t 
2 n and {vala_ I be orthonormal bases of S and E, respectively. Then any ~ ~ F(S ® E) can be 
writen as ~ = ~"~-~.a tr~ ® v/~ and 
1~ ~ ~_ a~,,a~t 
(RF'~' ~) = "4 i~.j k,l ~,1~ ~i~./ (eiejtr~' trk)(ejeivfl, vt). 
See [4]. For a proof of the following, see [3]. 
Lemma 2.3. 
(R~'~, ~) ~> ~ 7"7-, 11~112 
i~j  
¥~ ~ U(S ® E). 
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Since IXil t> 1 for I <~ i <~ n. 
(Red?, dp) >1 -¼n(n - 1)llg, IIz 
Consequently, 
(D~¢), ¢))/> -¼xll¢)ll a - ¼n(n -- l)llO[[ 2, 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
where x is the unnormalized scalar curvature of M n+4k. The normalized scalar curvature of 
M n+4k is~ = x/(n + 4k)(n +4k-  1). Thus, 
[ n (n -  1) ]11,112 . (2.6) 
(D~q~, ¢) >t -¼(n + 4k)(n +4k - 1) ~" - (n + 4k)(n +4k-  1) 
If ~" > n(n - l)/(n + 4k)(n + 4k - 1) and ~" ~: n(n - l)/(n + 4k)(n + 4k - 1), choosing a 
non-zero harmonic spinor 4~, we get that ker(D~) = 0. But ker(D~) = Ker(De) (see [11) and 
since the operator DE : S ® E + ~ S ® E-  ~ S ® E-  ~ S ® E + preserves the direct sum, 
we have that 0 = ker(De[s®e+) = ker DE+. We also have that De+ = D~+ ~ DE+, therefore, 
k~ o~+ = k~ o~÷ = o. 
Hence, Index(DE+) = dim(ker D~+) - dim(ker D~+) = 0. The index of DE+ can also be 
calculated by using the Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem. 
Index(De+) = {ch(E+)A(M)}[MI, (2.7) 
where the Chem character of the vector bundle E + = f * (E~)  is the pull-back of the Chern 
character of the vector bundle E~ over the sphere S" which is given by 
1 
ch(Eff) = dim(Eft) + (½n - I)! c'(e'+) 
(see [41). Then, 
I "" ~+)],4lgl  
! I f *c½,(Eg) t t IM l l IM l  2"-'atMI + 
I 
= f c½.(E d )AtM]]tM] (½._ " + 
_ i fuc½.<e+)atMl, 
- <½n-  ~)! 
where f 'c½,t(E~) = co~n, c .~ 0 and to. is a generator of H"(S '~, Z). Therefore, 
1 fM " c A-degree(f) # 0, Index(De+) = (½n-  I)! f*~o,,A[M] = (~n-  I)! 
which contradicts the fact that Index(Dn+) = 0. 
Remark. Notice that the condition on the dimension of the manifold M to be n + 4k is to ensure 
that A-degree ( f )  = {f*o~.A[M]}[M] # O, The ,4 class ?,[M] has non-vanishing components 
only in dim 4k. 
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If ~" -- n(n -- l)/(n + 4k)(n +4k - 1), thenK -- n(n -- 1), so using Lemma 2.3 and revising 
the inequality (2.5) more carefully, 
(D~4,  4) >I> "~ n(n -  1) -  114112 
and we get that ~.i's are all 1. In fact, take a harmonic spinor 0 ~ 4 a I-'(S ® E); then 
i.e., 
0 ~> ~l [n(n-  1 ) -  £i~j ~1 ]ii4ii2, 
0 >t ~ 1 Z~Zj 114112 ~> 0 by (2.2). 
Thus, ~.i~kj --_-_ 1 and consequently kj - 1 for 1 ~< i <~ n, and f is an isometric submersion. 
Odd-dimensional case 
In order to prove the theorem for odd n - 21 - 1, we use the standard trick of multiplying 
M by the canonical one dimensional sphere of radius r > 1, S~, and endowing it with the 
^ 
product metric. Let f ' M --~ S" be a l-contracting map on non-zero A-degree. Then the map 
f ,  obtained as the following composition 
M × Sir fuli---dd s2t_ 1 x S ! - -~  S 21-1 A S ! ~ S 21, 
is of non-zero A-degree and l-contracting. All the product manifolds involved here are considered 
with the product metrics. The map h is any l-contracting map of non-zero degree onto the smash 
product such that it is constant on S 2t-s x {,} O I*'} x S ~. For more details on the construction 
of ,I' see 13l. In particular we have, 
I ( '-)ll I  -' I ' II.f,(v, t)ll = h, f,v, r t ~< II f, vll + r ~. II vii + -r IItll ~ II v II + lit II (r > 1 ) 
We can assume, without lose of generality, that the tangent vector e2t corresponds to the S I 
factor. Then the numbers ~,i in (2.2) satisfy the inequalities 
~ I> 1, for l  ~ i~21-1=n and ~t>f r2t> 1. 
Separating the term arising from the S l factor, the inequality in Lemma 2.3 becomes 
1 :~-!  1 :u- i  - ,~s ~ ll4ll2 (21-1)(2l-2) ll4,l 2 21-1 (Re4,4)  >t ~. 11411 z -  2~r '= =-  4 2r 114112' 
Notice that in this case, in equation (1.3), x represents he curvature of M2t- i x S~ which has 
the product metric. Hence KM × Sl = XM. Therefore, 
2 .> - 'n ( .  - 
[ n ] 
-- ¼(n+4k) (n+4k- l )  ~-  (n+4k) (n+4k- l )  - r (n+4k) (n+4k- l )  ll4112 
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If ~M(X) > n(n -- 1 )/(n + 4k)(n + 4k - 1) since the last inequality is valid for arbitrary r > 1, 
it follows that ker D 2 = ker De = 0, as before, and Index(De+) = 0. But according to the 
Atiyah-Singer Theorem, Index(De+) # 0 (see (2.7)). 
It only remains to prove that if ~M(x) -= n(n - 1)/(n + 4k)(n +4k - 1 ), then f is an isometric 
submersion. Under this assumption, as before, K -- n(n - 1) and using the estimate given by 
Lemma 2.3, we have 
x,x:l 
(D2oL cp) ~> 1 J 114,112 t> o. 
Notice that the "mixed terms" arising from the 2-planes where one of the directions is from the 
S~ factor are all zero, and the sum is up to n = 21 - 1. Therefore, Liki - I and since I~.il /> l, 
L~ -- 1 and f is an isometric submersion. 
In particular, f : M n+ak ---, S" is a fiber bundle map. 
The contraction hypothesis can be weakened in the following sense. A map f : M ---, N is 
said to be (e, Ak)-contracting if [tf*tPll = ell~oll ¥~0 ~ Ak(g). 
Coro l la ry  2.8. Let ( M n+4k, g) be a compact spin Riemannian manifoM of dimension + 4k 
which admits a (1, A 2)-contracting map f • (M n+4k, g) --, (S n, go) of non-zero A-degree. Then 
there exists a point x of  M where ~(x) < n(n - I )/(n + 4k)(n 4- 4k - 1 ), or f is an isometric 
submersion. 
Proof. In the proof of the Theorem 2.1, the key point is to use the lower bound for the curvature 
term given by Lemma 2.3 together with the inequalities I~.~1 t> 1, for all i, to be able to conclude 
(2.4). However. since the numbers ~,~ appear in products of pairs, it is enough to require that 
I~,t~.~j t> I which is exactly the (1, A:)-contracting hypothesis. 
Another consequence of Theorem 2. I is that if M has a lower positive bound for the scalar 
curvature function, then that determines a lower bound for any contracting map of non-zero 
,4-degree into the sphere. In other words, 
Coro l la ry  2.9. I f  M "÷~ bask > n (n - I ) / (n +4k ) (n +4k - l ), then there exists no e-contracting 
map f ' M ~, S n of  non-zero A-degree with c < n(n -  I)/(n + 4k)(n +4k- I ) .  
All these concepts and results can be extended to the non-compact ase provided that f is 
constant at infinity, i.e., constant outide a compact set. 
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